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onsider SUSY sine-Gordon theory in the framework of perturbed 
onformal
eld theory. Using an argument from Zamolod
hikov, we obtain the va
uum stru
ture
and the kink adja
en




ked against the exa
t
S matrix predi
tion, rst-order perturbed 









between the usual Lagrangian des
ription and PCFT on the one hand, and between
PCFT, NLIE and a massgap formula 
onje
tured by Baseilha
 and Fateev, on the
other. In addition, we extend the NLIE des
ription to all the va




 (SUSY) sine-Gordon theory (SSG) is of interest for several reasons. First,
it is a two-dimensional integrable eld theory and as su
h, there is a wealth of analyti
 and





h have been investigated re
ently in the 
ontext of supersymmetri

gauge theories in four (and other) dimensions. It 
an be expe
ted that SSG provides a
useful laboratory for the analysis of solitons in supersymmetri
 theories, and their non-






erning the situation when SSG has a nontrivial boundary 
ondition imposed on a time-
like boundary.
1
In spite of all the progress, mu
h less is known about SSG than its non-supersymmetri


ounterpart, i.e. ordinary sine-Gordon theory. Although its S matrix has been 
onje
tured
several years ago [1℄, there is mu
h less eviden
e for its 
orre
tness than in the non-SUSY

ase. In parti
ular, the issue of quantum 
orre
tions to the soliton mass has been settled
only fairly re
ently in [2℄, where it was proven that it satises a BPS-like property, even
though the theory only has N = 1 supersymmetry.
There is also a 
ertain 





ture of the tri
riti
al Ising model [3℄, the simplest nontrivial SUSY integrable eld
theory, whi
h has a bearing on the S matrix of the SSG as well, sin
e the S matrix of
tri
riti
al Ising model provides the des
ription of the supersymmetri
 stru
ture.
In this paper we set out to 
larify the va
uum and kink stru
ture of the model (with-
out boundaries), using information from several sour
es. First, in Se




h gives a kink stru
ture 
ompatible with
the S matrix 
onje
tured in [1℄. In Se
tion 4 SSG is 
onsidered in the perturbed 
onformal
eld theory framework, whi
h is not entirely trivial, as a purely bosoni
 potential term has
to be omitted from the Lagrangian (it is expe









t a spin-3 
on-
served 
harge and verify it against the 
lassi
al limit. In addition, we analyze rst-order
perturbative 
orre
tions of the lowest-lying energy levels, and in Se
tion 5 
ompare them
to the results obtained from a 
onje
tured NLIE, rst derived in [5℄, whi
h is extended
to provide a nite volume des
ription of all the va




































where Φ is a real s
alar, Ψ is a Majorana fermion eld, m is a mass parameter and β is the

oupling 
onstant. The theory is invariant under an N = 1 supersymmetry algebra and




harges [6℄. These 
harges survive at the
quantum level and render the theory integrable, whi

























where ψ± are real Weyl 
omponents with denite 
hirality.
The supersymmetri
 theory has some dis
rete symmetries that play an important role
in what follows. The eld theory intera
tion is periodi

Φ→ Φ + n4π
β
, n ∈ Z (2.2)
and even in the boson eld
Φ→ −Φ . (2.3)
These symmetries are also present in the non-supersymmetri
 version of the sine-Gordon
model. It is also interesting to observe that the Lagrangian is invariant under a half-period
shift
Φ→ Φ + 2π
β
(2.4)
if at the same time one 
hanges the relative sign of the fermion 
omponents, say








onsists of the soliton/antisoliton multiplet, realizing supersymmetry in a
nonlo





attering theory were rst des
ribed
in [7℄, using an Ansatz in whi
h the full s
attering amplitude is a dire
t produ
t of a part

arrying the SUSY stru
tures and a part des
ribing all the rest of the dynami
s. The full




 solitons are des
ribed by RSOS kinks Kǫab (θ) of mass M and ra-
pidity θ, where a, b take the values 0, 1
2










 states are built as follows∣∣∣Kǫ1a0a1 (θ1)Kǫ2a1a2 (θ2) . . .KǫN−1aN−2aN−1 (θN−1)KǫNaN−1aN (θN)〉 (2.6)




















∣∣∣∣ θ1 − θ2
)








i.e. the tensor stru
ture of the s
attering amplitude fa





all the SUSY fa











ides with the usual sine-Gordon S matrix, but the relation










al to the S matrix of the tri
riti
al Ising model perturbed by

















































































































































tor has no poles in the physi
al strip and so the full supersymmetri

amplitudes of the kinks have the same poles as in the ordinary sine-Gordon model. The

orresponding bound states are supersymmetri
 breathers Bn of mass
mn = 2M sin
πn
2λ
, n = 1, . . . , [λ] (2.9)
whi
h transform in the ordinary boson-fermion doublet representation of the SUSY algebra.
The bosoni
 




3 Kink and va
uum stru
ture of SUSY models
Here we use an argument by Zamolod
hikov [4℄ to 
larify the va
uum and kink stru
ture
of SUSY sine-Gordon theory. In its original form the argument is for the tri
riti
al Ising






Figure 3.1: The s
alar potential in the Landau-Ginzburg des







Figure 3.2: The adja
en







 Landau-Ginzburg formulation, the basi
 eld is the (bosoni
) spin eld σ,
and the a







2 − V (σ)
)
dxdt ,
where the potential has the form






an be seen from the form of the potential (Fig. 3.1), there are three va
ua in the




ording to the adja
en
y diagram in Fig. 3.2, with
a s
attering amplitude given in (2.8).
However, in the supersymmetri
 Landau-Ginzburg formalism the a
tion (in 
omponent














Figure 3.3: The s
alar potential in the SUSY LG des




W (Φ) = µ
(
Φ2 − λ2) .
The s
alar potential is of the form (Fig
 3.3)
V (Φ) = µ2
(
Φ2 − λ2)2
and has two minima
Φ = ±λ .
How do we re
on
ile this pi
ture with the bosoni
 one, in whi
h there are three va
ua?
Zamolod
hikov's argument goes as follows: at the minimum Φ = λ, the fermion mass is
positive, there is only one va
uum, the Majorana fermion des
ribes the high temperature
phase of the Ising model and the va
uum expe
tation value of the spin eld vanishes:
〈σ〉 = 0 .
However, when Φ = −λ, we are in the low temperature phase of the Ising model. Therefore
this va
uum is twofold degenerate, with
〈σ〉 = ±σ0 .
The kinks go from the 〈σ〉 = 0 va
uum to the 〈σ〉 = ±σ0 ones. Therefore there are two
pairs of kinks, and we get the same adja
en





uum in the middle, while the other two 〈σ〉 = ±σ0 (RSOS labels 0, 1) sit at
the edges.
It must be mentioned that Fendley has 
onje
tured another bootstrap S matrix for the
tri
riti
al Ising model in [3℄, based on an assumption that the kink stru
ture in the SUSY
6
Landau-Ginzburg formulation was dierent from that of the bosoni
 formulation. The
bosoni
 and the super Landau-Ginzburg formulations are two dierent lo
al des
riptions of
the model; their relation is very similar to the sine-Gordon/massive Thirring 
onne
tion [8℄.
However, in the 
ase of the sine-Gordon/massive Thirring relation the kink S matrix is
independent of the lo
al des
ription taken, and Zamolod
hikov's argument indi
ates that
this is the 
ase for the tri
riti




ription the kink s
attering is des
ribed by the same RSOS S matrix (2.8),

ontrary to Fendley's assumption.
1
The dieren
e between the lo
al algebras manifests
itself in the dierent boundary 
onditions pres
ribed for the lo
al elds, just as in the
sine-Gordon/massive Thirring 
ase (
f. also [9℄ for the situation in nite volume).
3.2 N=1 SUSY sine-Gordon theory
Now let us apply these 









As a result, every even va
uum Φ = 2n2π
β
, n ∈ Z is nondegenerate, while every odd
va
uum Φ = (2n + 1)2π
β
, n ∈ Z is doubly degenerate, with nonzero expe
tation value of
the spin eld asso
iated to the Majorana fermion. We have a va
uum stru
ture analogous
to that of tri
riti
al Ising model, whi
h periodi




ture of the sine-Gordon model). This results in the adja
en
y diagram shown
in Fig. 3.4, whi
h is exa
tly the one that des
ribes the tensor produ
t S matrix of kinks










 in Φ with period 4π/β. The transformation (2.4, 2.5) is a translation
with 2π/β, together with the analogue of Kramers-Wannier duality a
ting on the Majorana
fermion, and ex
hanges the broken phase of the fermion (two va
ua) and the symmetri

phase (a single va
uum).
Due to the periodi
ity of the va
uum stru
ture and the eld theoreti
 potential, in
nite volume one 
an 
reate twisted se
tors depending on a ϑ angle a

ording to [10℄, or
one 
an dene folded versions of the model by identifying va




TBA results also show that Fendley's S matrix yields an irrational value for the ultraviolet 
entral

harge, thus it 
annot 
orrespond to a perturbation of tri
riti










































Figure 3.4: A period of the adja
en
y diagram of kinks in supersymmetri
 sine-Gordon
theory
3.3 The IR des
ription
Now we give a qualitative des
ription of the 
onsequen
es of imposing periodi
 boundary

onditions in the SSG theory in the IR domain, i.e in a large but nite volume L. It is
based on the known features of the spe




e of imposing periodi
 boundary 
onditions is that the single kink
states are ex
luded. Some of the two kink states are allowed; namely those KabKbc where
the a and c va
ua are identi
al. As two kinks 
an fuse into breathers one may have single
breather states in the se
tors where the topologi
al 
harge vanishes. It is easy to see, using
the a → 1 − a symmetry of the SUSY fa
tor (2.8), that the allowed two kink states are




















attering. The rst set 
ontains two va
ua (the ones indexed by 0 and 1),
while the se
ond one has a single va
uum (the one indexed by
1
2
). It is a natural expe
tation
that in a nite volume these three va
ua are no longer degenerate but their energies are
exponentially 
lose to ea
h other. Above all three va
ua we also expe
t the repetition of
the spe
trum of (single) breather states albeit with their energies split. One of the aims of
this paper is to give a qualitative veri
ation of this pi
ture.
The two sets of periodi
 two kink states have rather dierent supersymmetry properties.
To establish this we use the kink-kink-breather fusion 
oe
ients
|Kab(θ + iξ/2)Kbc(θ − iξ/2)〉 = fφabc|φ(θ)〉+ fψabc|ψ(θ)〉,





given in [12℄. These expli
it expressions reveal that the two kink states in the rst set

an fuse into bosoni
 breathers only, while the ones in the se
ond set 




 breathers. Furthermore, using the a
tion of supersymmetry 
harges
(also given in [12℄), one 
an show that there is an unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry in the
spa
e of states of the se
ond set.
4 SSG as a perturbed 
onformal eld theory
4.1 The perturbed 
onformal eld theory pi
ture
We 
onsider SUSY sine-Gordon theory as a perturbation of the c = 3/2 
onformal eld
theory of a free boson and a free fermion. The Hilbert spa
e of the theory is taken to be
a tensor produ
t of the 




tors, i.e. retain only states whi
h have integer 
onformal spin. At generi




ation radius this permits only two boundary 
onditions on the fermion eld
Ψ(x+ L) = ±Ψ(x)
whi
h means either Neveu-S
hwarz or Ramond boundary 
onditions on both 
omponents
of the fermion elds (dierent boundary 
onditions on the 
omponents would result in
se
tors of noninteger spin).
We take a 
onformal boson eld φ 
ompa
tied on a 
ir








h means that the 
anoni
al boson eld of (2.1) 




onformal boson has a Uˆ(1)× Uˆ(1) symmetry generated by the modes of the 
urrents










The highest weight ve
tors |n,m〉 of the 
urrent algebra are 
reated by the vertex operators










In order to have a maximal lo
al operator algebra we take both n and m to be integers.




e L, in the se


























 part of the Hilbert spa
e 
an be generated
by the negative modes of the Eu
lidean fermioni
 elds (












ting on the Neveu-S
hwarz va
uum |NS〉 and lo
ality requires the total fermion number
to be even. The modes satisfy
{bs, bt} = δs+t ; {bs, b¯t} = 0 ; {b¯s, b¯t} = δs+t .
The fermioni


















In the Ramond se
tor, the fermioni
 eld has integer mode expansion and both the left
and the right fermion number must be even. We denote the highest weight state by |R〉.

























radius r and the 





r2 − 1 .
4.2 Conserved 
harges in the PCFT framework and the perturb-
ing potential
A 
onvenient way to des
ribe the SUSY sine-Gordon model is to 
onsider it as an ap-
propriate perturbation of the 
onformal eld theory in its UV limit [13℄ by the operator
U1 = ψ¯ψ cos
βΦ
2
. In [14℄ the SSG is des
ribed as a perturbation of the super Liouville theory
and it is shown that the purely bosoni
 pie





The problem is that assuming the kineti
 terms of the boson and fermion elds in the
Lagrangian provide the des
ription of the c = 3
2
theory, the two parts of the intera
tion
U1 = ψ¯ψ cos
βΦ
2
and U2 have dierent 







∆2 = ∆¯2 =
β2
8π
. This, and the fa
t that they have dierent supersymmetry properties
would 
ompli
ate the PCFT des
ription. Nevertheless  using the 
onserved quantities 
we argue below that for the SSG it is enough to 
onsider only U1 as a perturbation.
10
This perturbation obviously preserves a (1, 1) supersymmetry generated by the super-

urrentsG and G¯, sin
e in the supereld formalismU1 






Φˆ) being a Neveu-S
hwarz super
onformal primary eld [15℄. Thus the real ques-
tion is whether U1 provides an integrable perturbation of the c =
3
2
theory. For this it is
enough if U1 preserves a single higher spin 
onserved quantity.
One 
an look for a 










onstants A, B and C. In the rst order of the perturbation T4 is 
onserved if in the
operator produ
t T4(z)U1(w, w¯) the residue of the rst order pole is a total derivative [13℄.
Having 
omputed the residue one 
an eliminate the terms 
ontaining the derivatives of the









Demanding the vanishing of A˜, B˜ and C˜ yields a linear inhomogeneous system of equations
for A, B, C, that has a solution, whi
h shows that U1 generates an integrable perturbation.
Furthermore the β → 0 limits of A, B, C reprodu
e the 
lassi
al expressions obtained in [16℄
using both U1 and U2 as perturbations together with the 
lassi
al equations of motion. This
provides the justi
ation for only using U1 as the perturbation in the PCFT framework.
Therefore in terms of the 
anoni
ally normalized elds the Lagrangian of the SSG is










ient of the perturbing potential is denoted here by µ to emphasize that its (β
dependent) dimension is dierent from that of the 
lassi
al mass m. Identifying the bulk
SUSY sine-Gordon model with the n = 2 
ase of [17℄ gives the following relation between























Γ(1− x) . (4.1)
This relation - whi
h 
onne
ts an IR and a UV parameters and is 
alled the massgap
relation - plays an important role in writing the TCSA program devised to analyze the
nite volume spe






al kink (soliton) mass M = 8µ
β2
.
4.3 The PCFT analysis of energy levels in the UV
The rst PCFT 
orre
tion to the UV energy levels 
an be expressed in terms of 
ertain
integrals over the 
omplex plane of various 2p and 4p fun
tions in the underlying 
onformal
11
eld theory [18℄. Indeed writing the (bare) Eu
lidean a








where g has mass dimension y = 2 − 2∆χ and χ(z) is normalized by 〈χ(z, z¯)χ(0, 0)〉 =
|z|−4∆χ , for small dimensionless volumes l = LM , the rst 
orre
tion to the energy of a
state |a〉, with L0|a〉 = ∆a|a〉 = L¯0|a〉, 
an be written as
6l
π
Ea(l) = −(c− 24∆a)− ca2κ2l2y + o(l4y).
Here c is the 
entral 
harge of the UV CFT, it is assumed that the symmetry properties of
the elds forbid any rst order (o(ly)) 
orre
tions and to derive this formula the massgap
relation is written in the form g = κMy. We remark that the bulk energy 
onstant in
SSG vanishes on a

ount of the supersymmetry. The 
oe
ient of the leading 
orre
tion
at l → 0 







|z|y 〈a|χ(1, 1)χ(z, z¯)|a〉|
onn . (4.2)
Using the 
onformal normalized free fermions ψ, ψ¯ and the properly normalized V(±1,0)
vertex operators to des
ribe the perturbation in the SUSY sine-Gordon model one obtains
χ(z, z¯) = ψ¯(z¯)ψ(z)
1√
2








This perturbation is relevant if the 
ompa
ti
ation radius r > 1, and then |0〉, |1±〉, |2±〉
and |3±〉 
onstitute most of the lowest lying states in the various NS se
tors. (Here |N±〉,
N = 1, 2, 3 denote the states |N±〉 = 1√
2
(V(N,0)(0, 0)|0〉 ± V(−N,0)(0, 0)|0〉) with |0〉 being
the tensor produ
t of the bosoni
 and NS va
ua |0〉 = |0˜〉 ⊗ |NS〉). For these states it is
straightforward to determine the 
onformal 
orrelation fun
tions needed in eq.(4.2), and
the integrals 
an be evaluated using the general expression∫
d2z
|z|ρ−2









γ(1− ν) . (4.4)
(The integral is 
onvergent at z → 0 if ρ > 0, at z → 1 if ν < 1 and at z → ∞ if
2ν − ρ > 0; we keep the 
onditions 2ν > ρ > 0 but 




ients of the leading PCFT 
orre
tions for these seven states





















































































Table 4.1: The rst PCFT 
orre
tions for some states
Note that in all these 
ases it is ne
essary to make the analyti
al 
ontinuation in ν








is greater than 1/2; thus the
singularity 
oming at z → 1 from the χ(1)χ(z) OPE is not integrable no matter what the
states |a〉 are.
In the Ramond se
tor we expe








onsistent with this expe
tation. The 
onformal 




























denotes the Ramond ground state. The integrand dening c
|R〉
2 is formally positive, but
the integral is divergent and needs regularization. Separating the integrand into a sum of
terms, after an appropriate partial integration it 
an be 




an be regularized using (4.4). The sum of regularized terms turns out to vanish.
In this sense PCFT is 






To probe the behaviour of the s
aling fun
tions between the ultraviolet and infrared limits
one 
an use the thermodynami
 Bethe Ansatz [19, 20℄. Fendley and Intriligator's TBA
gluing idea [21℄ leads to a set of TBA equations for all 
hoi




e the equations take a simple form only at 
ertain β. Instead one 
an treat all
13
values of the 
oupling on an equal footing by using an alternative type of nonlinear integral
equation, originally developed for the ground state of the sine-Gordon model in [25℄ (and
independently in a related 
ontext in [26, 27℄), and whi
h usually goes by the a
ronym
NLIE.
The equations proposed in [5℄ for the SSG model 
onsist of a TBA-like fun
tion 
oupled
to a nonlinear integral equation. The two pie
es ree
t the fa
torized nature of the S matrix,
with the TBA part asso
iated to the SUSY fa
tor and the NLIE part to the bosoni
 fa
tor.
The original equations of [5℄ generate the lowest ground state in the Neveu-S
hwarz se
tor,
but a simple sign 
hange and appropriate 
hoi
e of parameters provides a

ess to the other
two ground states. The equations are









dθ′ ϕ(θ−θ′) ln(1 + y1(θ′))−
∫
C2












) ln(1 + y−11 (θ
′)) .
The integrations 
ontours C1 and C2 run from −∞ to ∞ just below and above the real
axis respe
tively. The kernel ϕ(θ) is proportional to the logarithmi
 derivative of the
soliton-soliton s













and χ(θ) is related to the SUSY fa
tor of the S matrix
χ(θ) = 1/(2π cosh θ).
The exa
t ground state energy depends only on the NLIE-like fun
tion via y1(θ)




dθ sinh θ ln(1 + y1(θ))−
∫
C2
dθ sinh θ ln(1 + y−11 (θ))
)
.




ua, though not for all possible 
hoi
es of (β, l) for ea
h state, as we shall 
omment




t a number of results analyti
ally from nonlinear integral equa-
tions, the simplest of whi
h is the ultraviolet value of the ground state energy. In the
Neveu-S
hwarz se
tor (δ = 0) the s
aling fun














|0˜〉 ⊗ |NS〉 0 0
|1+〉 1 0




e of NLIE parameters to obtain ea
h of the three ground states.
while in the Ramond se










Note that tuning ω a

ording to Table 5.1 yields the 
orre





E(0) = − (c− 24∆a) .
Furthermore the 
onformal dimension of the perturbing operator exa
tly mat
hes that of
U1. In the infrared limit (l →∞) we dedu
e the s
aling fun







cosh θ e−Ml cosh θ . (5.1)
This result 
an be given a simple intuitive interpretation. First, let us note that the
RSOS stru
ture des




ating the quantum group representation theory Uq(sl(2)) at
q4 = 1 to the tensor produ
t rule







= 0⊕ 1 , 1⊗ 1 = 0 .
There is a notion of statisti
al dimension for these representations da (a = 0, 1/2, 1), whi
h
satises the ordinary rules under the tensor produ
t






= d0 + d1 , d
2
1 = d0 ,
and the solution to these 
onditions is










2. It might seem strange sin












Table 5.2: Comparison of PCFT 
orre
tion with NLIE for the rst Neveu-S
hwarz ground
state
multiplet length. However, a simple 
al
ulation shows that the number of 2n-kink states
(negle





as 2n (there are no odd-kink states on a 
ir
le) so the kinks indeed behave as a multiplet of
length
√
2. The reason for this 





imposed on multi-kink states, whi
h do not allow for all possible sequen
es to be realized.







les in nite volume (or equivalently nite temperature)
to the free energy. The additional fa
tor 2 
omes from the fa




es a further doublet stru
ture of the kinks. The ω dependen
e is easy to understand
using the same sort of instanton argument as in the 






an be made by 
omparing NLIE data with the above perturbed 
onformal
theory predi
tions. Turning to the rst Neveu-S




ient b2 from NLIE data tted to a suitably trun
ated series of the form
6l
π





then made a 
omparison with the 
oe





results displayed in Table 5.2 show ex
ellent agreement. Numeri
al iteration of the NLIEs
in the Ramond se
tor 
onrms the Ramond ground state energy is identi
ally zero for all

hoi
es of l. This provides a nontrivial 
he
k of the equations sin
e the NLIE fun
tions
y1(θ) and y2(θ) are not identi
ally zero.
It turns out to be harder to 
he
k the NLIEs for the se
ond Neveu-S
hwarz ground
state. For small values of r and large values of the 
ylinder size l the equations work well.
This allows a 




We remark that a similar explanation 





ted by the NLIE, for all the fra
tional supersymmetri
 sine-Gordon models, 
.f. formula (29) in
[5℄. For the 
ase L of that paper, the statisti
al dimension of the kink representation 1/2 results in
2 cos(pi/(L + 2)). SSG 
orresponds to L = 2, and ordinary sine-Gordon to L = 1 (i.e. the kinks have
dimension 1 apart from the double degenera
y 

















es as for the lower NS ground state. Instead, in Fig. 5.1 we 
ompare
the PCFT result at 
ompa
ti
ation radius r2 = 11 (equivalently p = 1/5)
c− 24∆|1+〉 + c|1+〉2 k2l2y ,
using a solid line to the NLIE data −6lEa(l)/π (indi
ated by the symbol ◦). The agreement
is very good.
So what lies behind the di
ulties at some 
ouplings and/or 
ylinder size? For larger
values of r or smaller l the equations fail be
ause one or more zeros of 1+ y1(θ) attempt to

ross one of the integration 
ontours, resulting in a singularity in ln(1 + y1(θ)). (On
e this
has happened a zero of 1 + y2(θ) may also attempt to 
ross a 
ontour.) This behaviour is
not unexpe
ted: by sending the 
ylinder size l into the 
omplex plane the authors of [28,29℄
were able to analyti
ally 
ontinue a set of TBA equations des
ribing the ground state energy
of a parti
ular model to a new set, whi
h gave a

ess to the rst ex
ited state. Here, we
have an additional parameter ω whi
h we analyti
ally 
ontinue from 0 to 1 along the real
axis to obtain the se
ond NS ground state from the rst. Singularities in the logarithmi

term of NLIEs of the type dis






urs as the (real) 
ylinder size l is de
reased and is not expli
itly 
onne




ials' problem was rst des
ribed in the 
ontext of the ordinary
sine-Gordon NLIE when the equation was tuned to study the various states of the minimal
models perturbed by φ13 [30℄. Sin
e we are able to make a favourable 
omparison of NLIE
data and PCFT results for some 
ouplings r we leave the resolution of these problems for
future investigation. This will also provide 
lues as how to modify the NLIEs to address
the ex
ited states, as has been done for the sine-Gordon NLIE in [9, 3134℄.
17
6 TCSA
6.1 TCSA for the supersymmetri
 sine-Gordon model
The supersymmetri
 sine-Gordon model 




onformal eld theory, 
onsisting of a free fermion and a free boson. Following the




h (TCSA) [35℄, the Hilbert spa
e is trun
ated




, and so the Hamiltonian 
an be diagonalized numeri
ally
to obtain an approximate nite volume spe
trum. Sin
e the perturbing operator has s
aling
dimension larger than 1/2 we are fa
ed with divergen
es in the TCSA data and hope to




tors up to a given energy 
ut than in a theory with a single s
alar eld only, so only
qualitative results are expe
ted.
The matrix elements of the perturbing operator between any two 
onformal states |a〉
and |b〉 with 
onformal weights (∆a, ∆¯a) and (∆b, ∆¯b) 










〈a|iψ(1)ψ¯(1) (V(1,0)(1, 1) + V(−1,0)(1, 1)) |b〉 δ∆a−∆¯a,∆b−∆¯b
using a 
onformal mapping from the 
ylinder to the plane and translational invarian
e (the
δ expresses the 
onservation of momentum/
onformal spin). Re





We use relations (4.1,4.3) to write the PCFT 
oupling g in terms of the kink mass
M and to 
onvert the Hamiltonian into dimensionless form (energy measured in units of





tors of given 





Using the mode expansions and U(1) 
harge 




ulated as the produ




ontributions. In the Ramond se
tor, matrix elements in
luding the fermion zero mode

an be 






tion is even in the bosoni




|n,m〉 ↔ | − n,−m〉 ; an ↔ −an ; a¯n ↔ −a¯n .
The dis
rete symmetry (2.4,2.5) means that the NS se
tor has an additional Z2 symmetry
a
ting as
|n,m〉 ↔ (−1)n|n,m〉 ; bs ↔ −bs , b¯s ↔ b¯s .
There is no su
h symmetry in the Ramond se
tor as a result of the presen











Table 6.1: UV 
lassi
ation of the lowest lying states in the various NS and R se
tors for
r > 3. For r < 3 the order of the states is somewhat dierent (|3+〉 is the third state in
its se
tor), but they 




an be further de
omposed with respe
t to these
symmetries. In table 6.1 we list the lowest energy states of ea
h se
tor for zero spin and zero
topologi
al 
harge. The rst sign refers to the NS parity, while the se
ond to the bosoni

one. In parenthesis we indi














= |0˜〉 ⊗ |R〉.
6.2 Che
king TCSA against PCFT
The aim of this investigation is to 
onrm the TCSA program by 
omparing the small vol-




e the TCSA data are given in terms of the (IR) kink mass while the
PCFT predi
tions in terms of the (UV) parameter µ, to make the formal 
omparison one
has to use the massgap relation. Nevertheless as the TCSA program is written using the
same massgap relation the su

ess of the 
omparison says nothing about the 
orre
tness
of this relation but may 
onrm the TCSA program.
Sin
e the s
aling dimension of the perturbing operator is larger than 1/2 both the





tion 3.3, in PCFT these divergen




tion of a nite E

ut
in TCSA also regularizes these divergen
es albeit in a dierent
way. Therefore the best one 
an do to 




es between the various energy levels rather than the levels themselves:
6l
π
(Eb(l)−Ea(l))− 24(∆b −∆a) = ∆cbaκ2l2y + o(l4y), ∆cba = ca2 − cb2 .
This has two advantages: on the one hand the TCSA energy dieren




than the individual levels, and on the other the integrals dening ∆cba are

onvergent thus they may be 
omputed as the appropriate dieren
es of the data in the
table 4.1.
Using the identi
ations between the low lying TCSA lines and the |N±〉 states in table
6.1 we 
ompare the TCSA energy dieren
es and the PCFT predi
tions in Fig. 6.1. In
diagram (a), the three 
ontinuous lines depi
t the PCFT predi
tions with ∆c|1−〉|0〉 ∆c|1+〉|0〉
and ∆c|2+〉|0〉 respe
tively, while - in a

ordan
e with table 6.1 - the symbols ∗, ◦,  and
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tively. Note that the data is 
onsistent with the |2±〉 states being degenerate in the
leading order of PCFT.
In diagram (b), the rst three lines and the rst four sets of TCSA data are just like
on (a), while the fourth 
ontinuous line depi
ts the leading PCFT predi
tion for ∆c|3+〉|1+〉
and the se
ond line of points marked by ◦ are the TCSA data
(






The agreement between the data and the leading predi
tions is ex
ellent, though the de-
viations between them indi
ate that in some 
ases the higher order PCFT 
orre
tions are





aling dimension of the perturbing operator is larger than 1/2 we have diver-
gen
es in the TCSA data. This 
an be seen by in
reasing the 
uto: the energy levels
be
ome more and more negative. The energy dieren
es, however, 
onverge but unfortu-
nately very slowly. The rst two lines in the (++), (−+) NS and in the (+) R se
tors,
and the rst (lowest) lines in the (+−), (−−) NS and (−) R se
tors are shown in Fig. 6.2,
where we plot these lines relative to the ground state of the (++) NS se
tor.
The various points are marked a

ording to table 6.1. The rst row in the table 
orre-
sponds to the UV limit of the three va
ua as shown on the data. The next row, (the next
three 
urves) 
orresponds to the rst breathers ex
ited above ea
h va
ua, while the last
row, (the last three 
urves) are related to the se
ond breathers. The bosoni
 breathers are
identied on the basis of their behaviour under the dis




tion radius is r = 3.05 and the energy 
ut is 14, whi
h 
orresponds to approximately 13000
states in the Ramond se




urves are in a qualitative agreement with the spe
trum, but the parti
ular mass values
are wrong. Indeed it 
an be seen that the TCSA 
onverges very slowly to the right values:
by 
hanging the trun
ation level from 8 to 14 in steps of 2, the energy dieren
es 
hange
almost the same amount in ea
h step. However, the qualitative features of the spe
trum
(i.e. the degenera
y and gap patterns) already appear for very small number of states and
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Figure 6.2: Lowest lying states in the TCSA spe
trum
Even though the mass values 
onverge very slowly, the 




ular mass ratios from the data, the predi
tions of S matrix theory
(2.9) 
an be reprodu




y, and are mu




Furthermore, the TCSA data are also qualitatively 
onsistent with the dependen
e of
the spe
trum on the 




ation radius r the number





In this work we investigated supersymmetri
 sine-Gordon theory (SSG), espe
ially the
stru
ture of the va
ua and the kinks 
onne




uum and kink stru




t S matrix 
onje
tured in [1℄. Then we formulated the theory in the perturbed

onformal eld theory (PCFT) framework, whi
h shows a striking dieren
e to the usual
Lagrangian des
ription, namely the omission of a purely s
alar potential term. The rst
eviden
e we gave for the 
orre
tness of this des
ription 







essary for integrability. Considering the 
lassi
al limit,
we showed that the expression for this 
harge obtained in the PCFT framework redu
es to








ribe the same model.
Using PCFT, we obtained the leading behaviour of some energy levels in nite volume,








t that it is expe
ted to vanish exa
tly due to unbroken SUSY in nite volume in this
se
tor.
The PCFT results were then 
ompared to results obtained from an NLIE equation for
the lowest lying Neveu-S
hwarz state, whi
h is the true ground state in nite volume. This

omparison involves the mass gap relation between the PCFT 
oupling (an UV parameter)
and the soliton mass (an IR quantity) 
onje
tured earlier in [17℄. The 
omparison showed
ex
ellent agreement for several dierent values of the dimensionless 
oupling parameter β
(equivalently r) of the model, whi
h is a strong eviden
e for the 
orre
tness of the mass
gap formula on one hand, and for the 
onsisten
y between the PCFT and NLIE approa
h
on the other.
We have also examined the large volume (infrared) limit of the NLIE and found a
perfe
t agreement with 
onsiderations based on statisti




The NLIE proposed in [5℄ was formulated for the true ground state of SSG, whi
h is the






from the NLIE with those predi
ted from 
onformal eld theory, we proposed equations
des
ribing the other two va




al iteration of the NLIE for the Ramond ground state gave a vanishing
energy for all volumes, as expe
ted, providing a very strong 
he
k sin
e the solution of
the equation itself is still nontrivial in this 






e properties of the iteration are not as good as for the other two 
ases, but
the UV behaviour mat
hes the PCFT predi
tion ni




y between PCFT, NLIE and the massgap formula.





h (TCSA). We 
he
ked the validity of the approa
h in the UV regime
by a 
omparison with PCFT. While the numeri
al 
onvergen
e of the TCSA is not very
good (partially due to UV divergen
es, but also to a rapidly growing number of states as
the energy 
ut is raised), it does 
onrm the qualitative pi
ture of the spe
trum, both the
degenera
ies and the behaviour of the breather levels are in a

ordan
e with the pi
ture
presented before.




terization of the SSG nite volume spe
trum from the NLIE, like it has been done in the
non-SUSY 
ase [9, 25, 26, 3034℄. It is not at all obvious how to a
hieve that, however,
mainly be
ause the NLIE for the SSG theory is of a mixed type - part of the system resem-
bles the Destri-de Vega equation, while the other part looks like a thermodynami
 Bethe
Ansatz equation. It is likely that a reformulation of the NLIE is ne
essary.
Another interesting problem would be to extend the analysis of the spe
trum to the
boundary 
ase, along the lines of non-SUSY sine-Gordon theory [36℄. This was part of the
motivation to introdu
e TCSA for SSG, however, the slow 
onvergen
e of TCSA prevents
23
us from obtaining reliable quantitative results, whi





trum proposed in [37℄. It remains to be seen whether this 
an be over
ome
in some way. Extending the NLIE to the boundary situation 
ould be another way to
obtain interesting results and 
he
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